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Abstract 
Sequencing as a core task of production control has a significant influence on the logistical performance and 
efficiency of a single work system. Particularly in the presence of sequence dependent setup times, 
systematic sequencing can increase the productivity of a work system by saving them. This, however, leads 
to a decreasing schedule reliability of the work system, which creates an area of conflict. In recent years, 
mathematical models have been developed at the Institute of Production Systems and Logistics (IFA) that 
describe the influence of different sequencing rules on the schedule reliability and productivity of a work 
system. In a further step, these single so-called partial models can be linked with each other. This allows a 
calculation of the lateness behaviour of a multi-stage production in dependency of the sequencing rules 
assigned to the individual work system and thus of the overall sequencing strategy. 
This paper presents the possibilities of linking different logistic models in order to quantify the influence of 
sequencing on logistic target values as well as two software tools by which the impact and combination of 
various sequencing rules can be examined based on production feedback data or by means of a generic 
supply chain. As a result, it is possible to assess different sequence configurations of a multi-stage production 
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1. Introduction 
Manufacturing companies today are increasingly faced with the challenge of offering an ever-larger number 
of product variants and reacting to individual customer requirements while at the same time satisfying the 
demands for short delivery times and high due date compliance [1]. For companies in the manufacturing 
industry, the best possible fulfilment of these requirements at the lowest possible cost represents a main 
logistical challenge [2]. In order to meet these market requirements, high productivity in production is 
necessary, which can be achieved by eliminating processes that do not add value [3]. In addition to factors 
affecting the entire production process, such as unnecessary transports or multiple handling of products, 
scientific research and industrial optimization projects also focus non-value-adding activities on individual 
work systems. This includes in particular the handling and management of unavoidable machine setup 
processes [4–7]. 
In general, setup processes are required in case of switching between two orders. For example, a milling 




set up or tools to be changed. The setup time linked to the processes, during which no physical processing 
of work pieces takes place, can be subdivided into two components: a sequence dependent component, whose 
amount depends on which order was previously processed, and a sequence independent component, whose 
amount does not depend on the predecessor process. In case that parts of the setup time are sequence 
dependent and technologically (e.g. through externalization) or organizationally unavoidable, the setup time 
at a work system can be reduced by a setup time optimized sequence in order to achieve productivity gains 
[7,8]. This further means that products or orders that have similar setup requirements, e.g. require the same 
clamping system or a very similar tool set, can thus be assigned to a so-called setup family and have to be 
processed successively one after the other in order to decrease the total setup efforts at the work system [5,8].  
However, the productivity increases due to a reduction of incurring setup times by setup-optimized 
sequencing are accompanied by a negative impact on the lateness behaviour of work systems, since such a 
prioritization of orders lead to an increase in the spread of the lateness in the output of the work systems 
[6,8,9]. As a result, the important logistic objective of single work systems as well as of the whole production 
schedule reliability is influenced directly and in a negative way [10]. 
In comparison to setup time optimizing sequencing rules, due date-oriented sequencing rules have a positive 
impact on the schedule reliability of a work system, as they reduce the spread of the lateness in the output 
compared to the spread in the input of the system [11,12]. Nevertheless, prioritization by due-dates results 
in no systematic sequencing in the sense of a setup time optimization takes place, because reductions in setup 
time only occur coincidentally and the intensity is thus significantly lower. In addition, it should be noted 
that sequencing and thus prioritising orders by due-dates provokes a more or less strong deviation from the 
incoming sequence of the orders, depending on the lateness in the input. Consequently, a more or less strong 
re-sorting of the orders is required, leading to rising searching and sorting efforts. As a result, a reduction in 
productivity may occur at the work systems, whose severity depends for instance on the ratio of necessary 
efforts to the average operation time. 
The order sequencing according to a First-in-First-Out (FIFO) logic on the contrary does not lead to any 
change in the order sequence between the input and the output at a work system [13]. Nonetheless, 
sequencing according to FIFO leads also to randomly occurring setup time savings [5]. An actively intended 
impact on the productivity as well as on the lateness behaviour and thus on the schedule reliability of a work 
system is therefore not derivable.  
Consequently, it can be stated that order sequencing, as part of the major task production control, takes place 
in a field of tension between the cost-oriented objective productivity and the performance-oriented objective 
schedule reliability [5,9]. Due to the high relevance of the adherence to delivery dates, as one of the most 
important indicators for assessing logistical performance [14], and the influence of productivity on economic 
efficiency a target-oriented positioning in this field of tension through the selection of suitable sequencing 
rules in the planning and control of production systems is of great importance. 
From the perspective of the practical user, however, the question arises as to how the various sequencing 
rules and possible configurations influence the schedule reliability and productivity on an explicit work 
system and, in particular, how they influence further the entire production consisting of several work systems 
and stages. Only by the possibility of building-up a calculable chain of action, it is possible to configure a 
closed multi-stage production in such a way that based on the general preconditions, e.g. requirements for 
throughput and delivery times, and strategic specifications, the best possible positioning in the area of 
conflict between productivity and schedule reliability can be found. 
At this point, this contribution applies and presents the linking logic between the single logistic models 
developed at IFA for the description of the impact of sequencing rules on the logistic objectives as well as 




2. Sequencing at work systems and its influence on logistic objectives 
The following section gives a brief overview of order sequencing at work systems and subsequently deals 
with the influence of different sequencing rules on the lateness behaviour and productivity of work systems. 
However, this chapter can only give a general overview about the individual models and their derivation. 
Therefore, reference is made to the authors and publications at the specific passages. 
2.1 Order sequencing at work systems 
Sequencing rules for the formation of order sequences at work systems determine the priority with which 
orders are to be processed [15]. Through this prioritization according to specific criteria, the processing 
sequence of the orders is determined. On the one hand, this can lead to deviations from the planned order 
sequence created by detailed production planning. On the other hand, existing deviations from the planned 
sequence caused by predecessor processes can be partially compensated [16]. According to various studies, 
the most frequently used sequencing rules in industrial practice are the First-in-First-Out (FIFO) rule, 
followed by schedule-oriented and setup time-optimizing sequencing rules. [17,18] 
If FIFO is used, orders are processed in accordance to the actual sequence in the input of a work system. 
Consequently, the order with the highest waiting time in the waiting queue is given the highest priority. 
Schedule-oriented sequencing rules are considering the planned completion or planned dispatching dates of 
orders determined by detailed production planning when prioritizing orders. One of the most used and known 
schedule-oriented sequencing rule is the earliest operation due-date (EODD) rule. Out of all waiting orders, 
it assigns the highest priority to the order with the earliest planned operation due-date. [12,13,15]  
In contrast, setup-optimizing (SO) rules aim to reduce setup times and setup costs. Consequently, this is only 
achievable if the setup times at a work system have a distinct sequence dependent component for the orders 
of the current order spectrum and thus a reduction of the total setup time at the work system is possible due 
to reprioritization of the orders. For a more detailed description of various rules for the creation of setup time 
optimizing order sequences, reference is made here to [4–6,8–10]. 
2.2 Influence of sequencing rules on the lateness behaviour of work systems 
For sequencing in accordance to the FIFO, EODD as well as to the SO sequencing rule, BERTSCH developed 
logistic impact models [11,19]. These models enable a description of the lateness behaviour of work systems 
under consideration of structure-relevant variables and are based on two fundamental principles. 
The first fundamental modelling principle is the differentiation between backlog-related and sequence 
related lateness at a work system. The backlog-related lateness, as the name suggests, is influenced in 
particular by the backlog of a work system compared to the production plan. The sequence related lateness, 
which is in the focus of this contribution, can be derived directly from the prioritization of work orders and 
the related sequence changes compared to the planned sequence. The exact derivation of these two 
components can be found in [11]. The second fundamental modelling basis is that the output lateness 
behaviour of a work system can be described by an output lateness distribution and by the distribution key 
figures mean output lateness and standard deviation of output lateness. Further investigations have shown 
that sequencing, if it is independent of work content and any productivity gains are compensated by 
balancing capacity and load, only leads to a change in the standard deviation but not to a shift of the mean 
value of output lateness. The reason for this is that any acceleration of an order as a result of a sequence 





Figure 1: Partial Models for the calculation of the sequence dependent output lateness of a work system in depen-
dency of the mean virtual throughput time and the sequence dependent input lateness with approximated formulas 
(extended; illustration based on [9,10,21]) 
In recent research activities at IFA, logistic models have been developed based on the findings of BERTSCH 
using Littles Law [22] to quantitatively describe the relationship between the work in process (WIP) at a 
work system and the resulting standard deviation of the sequence dependent output lateness in dependence 
on the sequencing rule used [5,9,11,21]. The mathematical partial models, valid in case of constant planned 
throughput times, for the sequencing rules FIFO, EODD and SO, verified by means of a parameter study, 
are shown in Figure 1 in the form of ISO-curves for the standard deviation of the sequence dependent input 
lateness of 1, 3 and 5 shop calendar days (SCD). Below the illustrated ISO-curves, the approximated 
calculation formulas for the calculation of the standard deviation of the sequence dependent output lateness 
of a work system are given for each sequencing rule. The WIP of a work system is modelled in accordance 
with LITTLE [22] by the mean virtual throughput time (TTPvir) as a parameter of time, which is calculated 
by dividing the mean work in process (WIPOm) measured in number of orders by the unweighted mean 
output rate (ROUTOm) measured in number of completed orders per SCD. Thus, it describes how long an 
order stays on average at a work system [19]. The standard deviation of the sequence dependent input 
lateness is an external or given influencing variable in the models and can be influenced, for example, by 
predecessor processes or the selected method and parameterization of order release, which influences the 
input sequence of orders at a work system [16]. 
The models confirm the assertions made in chapters 1 and 2.1. Thus, given constant planned throughput 
times, it can be recognised that the sequence dependent standard deviation of the lateness in the output of a 
work system is independent of the virtual throughput time in the of FIFO sequencing and depends 
exclusively on the sequence dependent standard deviation of the lateness in the input. The reason for this is 
that sequencing according to the FIFO logic does not result in sequence reversals and therefore the sequence 
in the output corresponds to the sequence in the input of a work system. However, if sequences are made in 
accordance to the EODD rule, sequence reversals between input and output can be observed in order to re-
establish the planned sequence as far as possible resulting in a decreasing standard deviation of the sequence 
dependent lateness in the output. Hereby, it applies that the larger the virtual throughput time at a work 
Approximated formulas for the determination of the standard deviation of sequence dependent output lateness
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system is the more deviations between the input and the originally planned sequence can be compensated. 
Furthermore, the model shows that the marginal utility of increasing the virtual throughput time decreases 
and the standard deviation of the sequence dependent lateness in the output asymptotically approaches the 
x-axis (see Figure 1). This result is explainable by the assumption of a normal distribution for the lateness 
distribution.  
If the processing sequence at a work system is created using a setup-optimizing (SO) logic, the orders are 
placed in a random sequence from a scheduling point of view. The reason for this is that the distribution of 
setup time relevant characteristics like the affiliation to setup families is independent of the due-dates of the 
orders. As Figure 1 and the related formula show, converges the standard deviation of the sequence 
dependent lateness in the output asymptotically against the virtual throughput time with their rise. The 
prerequisite for the application of the partial model for setup-optimized sequencing is that the productivity 
gained, which will be discussed in the next chapter, is compensated to the extent that the virtual throughput 
time and thus the operating point of the work system remain fixed on the ISO-curve.  
For a more detailed description of the influence of the described sequencing rules on the standard deviation 
of the sequence dependent lateness in the output of a work system as well as the detailed derivation of causal 
relationships between the discussed influencing variables, reference is made here to [5,9–11,21]. 
2.3 Influence of sequencing on productivity 
The productivity gain on a work system that can be achieved by the creation of setup-optimized order 
sequences are describable according to various research activities of NYHUIS and MAYER [5,10]. A basic 
assumption of NYHUIS and MAYER is that the order spectrum on a work system can be divided into setup 
families. Within such a setup family, an order change at a work system does not cause any setup time. 
However, the setup time for changing between orders of two different setup classes depends on the 
predecessor/successor relationship of these setup families, which is often not symmetrical. For the modelling 
of setup-optimized sequencing, NYHUIS and MAYER are using a rule that chooses the next setup family 
according to the Minimum Marginal Setup Time [5,23]. According to this rule, a new family is chosen by 
the lowest quotient of setup time and the number of jobs belonging to that family waiting in the waiting 
queue at this moment, if the current setup family is empty. 
In general, the productivity gain of a work system achievable through setup-optimized sequencing can result 
from two effects illustrated in Figure 2. On the one hand, there may be a setup time saving resulting from 
the fact that an order is produced directly after an order of the same setup family (Figure 2 case "II"). This 
saves the setup time of the order completely and the processing can take place directly after completion of 
the previous order. Another possibility is a setup time reduction when switching between the different setup 
families, which results from a sophisticated, setup time reducing sequence creation due to the sequence 
dependency of the setup times (Figure 2 case "I"). As an example, it can be seen in the figure that the 
sequence formation C-B-A-(C) results in a total setup time of 57 units per cycle, while another order 
sequence leads to significantly longer setup times. It follows that sequencing in the order A-B-C-(A) would 
result in a setup time of 75 units per cycle. 
In general, it applies that, given the same virtual throughput time at the work system is considered, the effect 
of setup time savings dominates with few setup families, while with many setup families the setup time 
reduction is dominant. This is explainable by the constant length of the queue in front of the work system 
and the accompanying probability of having more than one order of a setup family in the waiting queue [5].  
At this point, reference is made to [5,10] for the detailed derivation of the cause-effect relationships and the 







Figure 2: Comparison of Setup time reduction and Setup time saving (based on [5,24]) 
In summary, it can be concluded that productivity gains can be achieved with setup-optimized sequencing, 
while these are accompanied by an increase in the standard deviation of the sequence dependent lateness in 
the output. Thus, there is a conflict of objectives between productivity and schedule reliability and there is a 
need for the strategic positioning of a company in this area of tension [5,9,10].  
3. The logic for linking the described models to a chain of action 
The partial models presented in chapter 2 can be linked with each other via different coupling sizes in such 
a way that it is possible to calculate the impact of sequencing strategies on schedule reliability and 
productivity for a multi-stage production and thus for a production area. Therefore, the developed partial 
models for the calculation of the impact of sequencing rules on the lateness behaviour of work systems can 
be linked via the coupling size standard deviation of sequence dependent lateness. The models developed by 
NYHUIS and MAYER to calculate possible productivity gains can be linked via the virtual throughput time 
with the partial model to describe the impact of a setup-optimized sequencing on the lateness behaviour of 
a work system. 
Figure 3 shows as an example a production area consisting of three linearly linked work systems. The logic 
for linking the different models is explained using this example. The production area, and thus the first work 
system, receives the orders with a standard deviation of sequence dependent lateness of 3 SCDs. The first 
work system processes the incoming orders according to the FIFO logic, so that the orders leave the first 
work system also with a standard deviation of sequence dependent lateness of 3 SCD and reach the second 
work system. A setup-optimized sequencing is selected for the second work system, as the aim is to increase 
the productivity of the work system. Reasons for this could be, for example, that additional shifts on this 
system should be reduced in the future. On the basis of the virtual throughput time, which has an average 
amount of 5 SCD on this work system at the time under consideration, it follows that the orders leave the 
work system with a distribution with a standard deviation of sequence dependent lateness of approx. 6 SCD 
and reach the last work system of the production area. In return, a productivity gain of 20% can be expected. 
At the last work system of the production area EODD is chosen as sequencing rule in order to reduce the 
standard deviation of sequence dependent lateness in the output of the work system and thus of the entire 
production area. It follows, given a virtual throughput time of 3 SCD, that the orders leave the production 
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Figure 3: Example for linking the individual logistic models to calculate the influence of sequencing on logistic 
objectives in a production area 
As the example shows, the impact of the sequencing rules on the production area can be calculated by linking 
the models by means of the coupling variables standard deviation of sequence dependent lateness and virtual 
throughput time. The models can, however, be used further to calculate various different configuration-cases 
and help to develop a sequencing strategy for a production area and thus a multi-stage production. For 
example, the spread of lateness in the output of the production area could be further reduced by an increase 
of the virtual throughput time through planning measures at work system 3. In addition, the productivity gain 
at work system 2 could be further increased with the consequences for the standard deviation of sequence 
dependent lateness in the output of the system already discussed. To ensure a constant total virtual throughput 
time, a reduction at work system 1 equivalent to the possible increases could be carried out objective neutral.  
To enable strategic positioning based on actual production feedback data and to support users in designing 
their production, two intuitive software tools for use in practice were developed at IFA providing the findings 
and research results described above. Both tools are presented in the following. 
4. Software tools for analysing & describing the influence of sequencing rules in production 
The developed software tools were both programmed in Microsoft Excel® using the programming language 
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). This ensured that the tools can be used in as many companies as 
possible and that no software licenses have to be purchased to use the tools. In the following, the presentation 
of both tools is limited to their general functionality, the adjustable parameters as well as the necessary input 
variables. The first developed tool gives the user the possibility to carry out a what-if analysis based on 
production feedback data for a real multi-stage production and to determine the impact of sequencing 
strategies on a production area. In this tool, the main emphasis is on the lateness behaviour of the single 
work systems as well as on the whole production. The second programmed tool is comparable to a 
demonstrator and contains a generic reference supply chain enabling studies of the influence of sequencing 
strategies on a multi-stage production in an easy way. It also includes the possibility to calculate the possible 




4.1 Software tool for analysis on the basis of production feedback data 
The developed software tool enables the user to calculate the impact of individual sequencing strategies 
based on production feedback data for a production area of up to 80 work systems. As input data, the tool 
requires, on the one hand, the production feedback data for the actual input and output at the work systems, 
sorted according to order and process number and assigned to a work system of the area, as well as the 
corresponding planned values and the work content of the orders at every work system. Furthermore, a 
capacity table can be inserted, that is used by the tool to determine all SCDs per work system in the time 
period provided by the inserted production feedback data.  
Using the entered input variables, the tool automatically calculates the predecessor/successor relationships 
and thus the material flow relationships between the individual work systems and establishes an impact chain 
between the work systems. Here, a specially developed algorithm is applied which eliminates circular 
references between work systems and thus enables a clear direction of action from the entrance to the exit 
of the production area, so that the calculation of the impact of sequencing rules is made possible. 
In the output, the tool can display distribution diagrams and key figures for each work system related to the 
theory of the presented partial models for the examination of the impact of sequencing rules on the sequence 
dependent lateness behaviour. In addition, the most frequent successors of a work system are determined. 
Based on the presented values and diagrams and the made calculations in the backend, the user can change 
the sequencing rule (FIFO, EODD or SO) for every work system, resulting in an automated presentation of 
the changed distribution and key figures by the tool considering the inserted production feedback data. 
Furthermore, the user can set any sequencing rule in order to define a sequencing strategy, which is used to 
recalculate the distribution and key figures in the input of every work system and the entire production area.  
This allows the user to set up a sequencing strategy for his production area. For comparison purposes, the 
values for the case of a "pure" sequencing strategy (all work systems create the order sequence according to 
the same logic) are also compared at the observation level of the entire production. 
To use the software tool, it is necessary to provide well-prepared production feedback data. In order to enable 
the practical user to derive initial findings for the configuration of sequencing in his own production, even 
without the available or sufficiently consistent feedback data, the second software tool was developed. 
4.2 Software tool based on a generic supply chain for instant use 
The second software tool, as mentioned above, comprises a generic reference supply chain consisting of one 
input, six work systems and a buffer towards the output (see Figure 4). In the process of creating the software 
tool care was especially taken while designing the reference supply chain to cover as many order flow 
relationships as possible but also providing an easy and understandable application. For this reason, one 
spreading point (behind work system 1) and one merging point (in front of work system 6) are established. 
The user can set the individual parameters in the software tool by simply entering numerical values or using 
logical connected buttons. The configuration options range from the “external” standard deviation of the 
sequence dependent lateness in the input, the configuration of the individual work systems (virtual 
throughput time, WIP, output rate, sequencing rule) to the proportion of the order flow between the upper 
(work system 2 & 4) and the lower branch (work system 3 & 5). In addition, the expected productivity gain 
according to NYHUIS and MAYER under variable configurations can be calculated. Therefore the number of 
setup families as well as the distribution form of the setup time (Erlang distribution, equal distribution, and 
others), which have a direct impact on the possible productivity gain, are included as configurable values.  
An especially noteworthy element is the buffer, which has been integrated as an additional supply chain 
element and makes it possible to integrate a safety time into the consideration of the lateness behaviour of a 





Figure 4: Schematic representation of the elements and configuration possibilities within the software tool 
Equivalent to the first software tool, the user can view various key figures and distributions and influence 
the result in the system output by changing the parameters mentioned. Any changes are executed by the tool 
in real time so that the user gets direct feedback. For easier operation and a better understanding, the software 
tool also includes an integrated operating manual. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, the theoretical foundations for describing the impact of sequencing rules in relation to the 
virtual throughput time on the lateness behaviour and the productivity for single work systems were 
discussed and the possibilities for linking the models in an easy way via coupling sizes were presented. 
Thereby it is made possible to calculate the influence of sequencing rules on the logistic objectives schedule 
reliability and productivity in a multi-stage production and to derive an individual elaborated sequencing 
strategy.  
The considerations made in this paper always assume that any productivity gains are compensated by 
measures of production planning and control in the interest of having a stable system (stock and throughput 
time). The same also applies to productivity losses due to, for example, sorting efforts in case of sequencing 
in accordance to the EODD logic, which are not included in the models and were therefore not discussed 
further in this contribution, but should not be neglected in practice. 
In order to support the practical user in deriving a sequencing strategy for his production area, two 
lightweight software tools with different approaches have been developed at the Institute of Production 
Systems and Logistics, which can be downloaded from the website http://go.lu-h.de/sequencing. 
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information provided for each knot
• lateness distribution diagram
• standard deviation of sequence 
dependent lateness
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configuration options per work system
• sequencing rule (FIFO, EDD, SO)
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